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Introduction 

This report contains the results of ongoing multilingual media monitoring and analysis of online content in 
selected online publications and social media for hate speech (hate) in the discourse about the 
presidential elections in Kyrgyzstan from December 15, 2020 through January 20, 2021. 

The purpose of the study was to examine the level of hate speech at the current moment and its 
development according to types of intolerance in the media sphere as well as the role of online media and 
social networks in creating xenophobic stereotypes and abusive clichés about social groups and 
minorities, narrative models1 in this period, channels for spreading hate content, and its impact on the 
audience. 

Short ironic and sarcastic comments were also analyzed to detect their interrelations with hate speech 
(hate) and creolized texts (illustrations), visual content and demotivational posters. 

 

This methodology of media monitoring and documenting and researching hate speech is verified and 
uses the approach of an integrated humanitarian examination of media content. It is based on quantitative 
and qualitative methods that include critical discourse analysis, content analysis of media texts for further 
content interpretation, and test study of the existing rhetoric culture, and expression of emotions via news 
and messages in the online sphere of Kyrgyzstan. 

During the initial collection and the documentation of information, both computer-based linguistic analysis 
systems and a manual method using special indicators were carried out.2  

Research and monitoring data were processed with the SPSS and Greti statistical and econometric 
modelling software packages.3 

When classifying the content, experts took into account the presence of abusive clichés, stereotypes 
related to minorities or other social groups, personalized analysis of mentions of these groups and 
peoples, xenophobic connotations, negative rhetoric, and obscene and coarse language. Creolized texts 
(visual content, demotivational posters, and memes) were also analyzed on the basis of these indicators. 

From 2011 onwards, the team of the School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in Central Asia has 
published more than 24 reports and recommendations based on this methodology and the results of hate 
speech monitoring and studies in various spheres.4    

Key words: hate speech, online discussions, early presidential election in the Kyrgyz Republic, intolerance, 
minorities, social groups, online media, online content, ethnic intolerance, language intolerance, religious intolerance, 
homophobia, invalid arguments, sarcastic comments, xenophobic connotations, stereotypes, abusive clichés, internet 
users, journalists, media, public speakers, School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in CA, Internews.  

1 Narrative models are common means of creation of fast, almost automatic judgments, which are usually not analyzed consciously. When these models differ, we have 
inconsistent concepts of “what happened in fact”. Therefore, instead of selecting an appropriate story with care and consciously that can give significance to a particular event, 
the information consumer automatically gets under the influence of a narrative model that makes him/her believe that the events develop as was desired. Narrative models can 
“govern” the audience, shape public opinion for their benefit.   
2 The methodology of media monitoring and research was developed by the School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in CA in 2011 and improved in 2018, page 13. 
 
3 Software packages of econometric analysis with open source code, http://gretl.sourceforge.net/es html 
4 Studies by the School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in CA, 2011-2020, http://www ca-mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/media-monitoring/ 
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Definition of hate speech, sarcasm and trolling 

Hate speech5 )  is all forms of self-expression that include the dissemination, provocation, stimulation, or 
justification of racial, ethnic, religious xenophobia, homophobia, transphobia, migrant phobia, and other 
forms of hatred based on intolerance and discrimination against minorities and groups of people on the 
basis of different social characteristics. According to Article 16 p. 2 of the Constitution of the Kyrgyz 
Republic, these characteristics could be: “disability, age, political or other beliefs, education, origin/social 
background, property or other status, as well as other circumstances.” 
 
Hate speech in linguistic constructions has a flexible structure and two forms: negative evaluative, which 
is acceptable from the point of view of freedom of expression and is most often found in the public 
discourse; and illegal, which is criminalized by law. 
 
Content discrimination6 – content of publications, speeches, media materials that contain xenophobic 
stereotypes and clichés that stigmatize minorities and vulnerable groups. Content discrimination may take 
forms of insufficient representation or invisibility of minorities and social groups in the media and public 
discourse or the vilification of people and groups who challenge xenophobic practices. Public denial of 
existing discrimination cases (and related ideologies and actions) is also content discrimination. 

The Constitution of the Kyrgyz Republic confers to every citizen the right to freedom of expression and 
the freedom of speech and the press.7  The current legal framework of the Kyrgyz Republic stipulates 
criminal punishment for the incitement of racial, ethnic, national, religious, or interregional hostility 
(enmity), and the propaganda of the exclusivity, superiority, or inferiority of citizens on the grounds of their 
attitude to religion, ethnicity, or race, committed in public or using the media or the internet.8 This law has 
a broad interpretation; it doesn’t include the concept of “hate speech” or “discriminatory speech.” 
Moreover, the legal framework doesn’t include the concepts of negative evaluative (allowable) and illegal 
(criminalized) content in publications that may lead to hate crimes. 

These factors have an influence on both the insufficient counteraction of the propaganda of intolerance 
and the implementation of the political, social, and cultural rights of minorities provided to them by the 
Constitution of the Kyrgyz Republic (Article 16, p. 2, which specifies that “no one may be subjected to 
discrimination based on sex, race, language, disability, ethnic background, religion, age, political or other 
beliefs, education, background, property or other status, as well as other circumstances”). 

Sarcasm is the highest level of irony, a sardonic mockery, malicious satire, or a caustic, mocking remark.9 
Sarcastic comments and memes are fraught with sarcasm and are caustic, offensive, and vicious 
messages. Irony and sarcasm in online content are usually used in criticism of political figures. 

Trolling, trolling comments, when applied to the internet, mean the deliberate act (by a troll) of making 
unwanted and/or contradictory comments on different internet forums with the intent to provoke an 
emotional reaction from readers and enter into an argument with them.10 Trolling comments (TC) are 
identified as the posting of intentionally offensive, threatening, or provocative messages in discussion 
groups and online forums in order to attract the attention of the audience. TC can be used as a tool to 
foster an attitude among the audience towards specific informational subjects.11 

 
Methodology, analysis, and qualification of hate speech 

5 Definition of hate speech, page 3, research “Hate speech in the media and public discourse of the Kyrgyz Republic”, 2015-2016, School of Peacemaking and Media 
Technology in CA, URL http //www.ca-mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/216-rezyume-issledovaniya-yazyk-vrazhdy-v-smi-internete-i-publichnom-diskurse-2015.html 
6 CONTENT DISCRIMINATION REVISITED https://www.jstor.org/stable/23124168?seq=1 
7 Constitution of the Kyrgyz Republic, art. 31 paragraph  2, amended as of 12/28/2016, http //cbd.minjust gov.kg/act/view/ru-ru/202913?cl=ru-ru 
8 Criminal Code of the Kyrgyz Republic, art. 313, 2019, http://cbd.minjust gov.kg/act/view/ru-ru/111527 
9 S.Ozhegov, N.Shvedova. The explanatory dictionary of the Russian language, https://xn----8sbauh0beb7ai9bh xn--
p1ai/%D1%81%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%BA%D0%B0%D0%B7%D0%BC 
10 Urban Dictionary, URL https://www urbandictionary com/define php?term=Trolling 
11 School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in CA, Methodology of research of the freedom of expression and hate speech, http://www ca-
mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/5310-svoboda-vyrazheniya-v-centralnoy-azii-2019-regionalnye-trendy html 
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The pre- and post-election multilingual media monitoring is based on quantitative and qualitative 
methods. During the initial collection of information and documentation, both computer linguistic analysis 
systems and a manual method were used to study the content using special indicators: 
 
- Key words, clichés, and stereotypes in relation to ethnic, religious, gender minorities and social groups, 
such as people with disabilities, the elderly, youth, representatives of different geographic regions, people 
with different social backgrounds and status, people living with HIV, people with different political views, 
and dissidents. The number of social groups during the examination is not limited; it may vary depending 
on their vulnerability. 
 
The following were also taken into account: 
 
- the number of articles and posts in online media and on social networks; 
- frequency of publications; 
- genres of materials: posts, news, analytics, multimedia (for online, contains all components (text, photo, 
video, or audio), photo reportage, interview, poll, comment/opinion (editorial or authorial); 
- topic of the article/reportage; 
- quotes – direct and republished; 
- personalized analysis of mentions of women, minorities, and other social groups. 
 
This methodology was developed and refined by the expert group of the School of Peacemaking and 
Media Technology in Central Asia for the ongoing media study and monitoring of discriminatory 
discourse.66 

The quantitative component covers the media selected for monitoring, social networks (groups and 
personal accounts on Facebook and Instagram), and users’ comments when discussing the news on the 
websites of newsrooms. 

At this stage, the experts recorded the frequency of hate attacks in the media space by gender, regional, 
territorial, ethnic, racial, religious, and other social characteristics, such as the elderly, representatives of 
different geographic regions, people with different social backgrounds and status, and people with 
different political views and sympathies for certain political parties, as well as the tonality of the identified 
articles, reports, posts, and discussions in coverage of electoral issues. 

The materials were documented in special analytical tables in which a screenshot of the identified article, 
reportage, post, comment, or visual content which contained the hate speech was included. 

The tone of the material was assessed according to several categories such as government propaganda, 
criticism (emotionally colored language and assessment of the authors' opinions in relation to their 
subjects that sometimes contains dehumanizing metaphors that demonize a particular group), 
stereotypical, neutral, positive, and scientific tone. 

Personalized mentions of groups in different contexts and references to identity are evidence that helps to 
determine the level of hate speech content in monitored media. 

Every article, media report, post, and visual content that mentions ethnic, gender, racial, religious, 
territorial, and other social characteristics at least once and uses conflictogenic stereotypes, clichés, and 
discriminatory language was considered a unit of analysis. 
 
The qualitative component of monitoring includes the analysis and qualification of types (mild, moderate, 
or harsh) and kinds of detected hate speech based on certain keywords and expressions that are often 
found in local media pieces. According to the methodology, 31 or more types of hate speech can be 
categorized – from creating a negative image of one group or another to incitement to violence. 
Qualitative analysis also includes inappropriate mention and actualization of identity and signs of 
belonging to a group/minority, indications of connection (belonging) to territories and regions, unification 
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Diagram 1. Materials analyzed during the media monitoring by 
genres, %  

Researchers classified more than half of materials with signs 
of hate speech using the method of the selective sampling of 
media texts.13 These materials were  then examined to 
identify the kinds and types of hate speech and trends, 
xenophobic connotations, and dehumanizing metaphors. 
20% of selected materials were qualified as hate language. In 
the diagrams shown in the following sections, these materials 
are taken as the total amount of hate content. 

Analysis of hate speech in comments, posts, quotes, or 
visual content was related to the image of the candidates and 

their personal qualities or identities.  
 

Most often, commentators negatively criticized the candidates; discussed their past and relations with 
former governments, their current role in the society, and relations with other countries; and assessed 
their speeches during the debates. The programs of the candidates or ideas they proposed were not 
discussed in the studied materials. 
 
The total level of hate speech reported in the six weeks of 
media monitoring was 14%. It was relatively low at the 
beginning of the election campaign that began on 
December 1, 2020.  

 

Diagram 2. Dynamics of detected hate speech during 
the media monitoring period, % 

 

In the first week, the level was minimal (below 5%) and 
began increasing only by the end of December, when 
meetings with voters and the first TV debates of the presidential candidates began. The maximum 
number of hate speech instances were reported in the first two weeks of January (20%), when the second 
round of debates was broadcast and voting was held. By the end of media monitoring, the level of hate 
speech was 17%. 

The average level of hate speech during the entire period of media monitoring was 14%.  

 

FINDINGS: 

1. The level of hate speech found during the presidential election campaign was about 14%. This is 
a low level compared with the previous election campaign to the Jogorku Kenesh (parliament). 
The researchers attribute this to a few factors.   

13 Selective method uses specific indicators by types and kinds of intolerance, tonality, personalization of minorities and groups defined in the methodology. A media text in 
media researches means any detected material, including visual content. 
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Firstly, the candidates were the same, and there was only one woman among them. Moreover, 
there was a relative level of regional balance: 10 out of 17 candidates14 who took part in the 
presidential race were natives of the northern regions and eight were from southern regions. It 
reduced the tension of xenophobic discussions and to some extent “neutralized” the intolerance 
in the online sphere, as regional background plays an important role in the political life of the 
country and has a direct impact on public discussions.  

Secondly, the early presidential election campaign was notable for the passive campaigning of 
the candidates. Only one of all registered candidates, Sadyr Japarov, conducted a broad 
campaign both online and offline. He won the election. During the election campaign, the majority 
of street billboards featured his photos, and his meetings with voters in various regions of the 
country were broadcast online by a few YouTube channels. 

Thirdly, the experts noted a significant reduction in trolling activities that, for instance, shaped 
negative discourse and distributed hate content and thus influenced voters during the 
parliamentary election. Removal of fake accounts on social media by Facebook had an impact on 
the reduction of the flow of trolling comments containing xenophobia.15 

2. The main targets of hate speech were 11 candidates: Sadyr Japarov, Adakhan Madumarov, 
Kursan Asanov, Abdil Segizbaev, Klara Sooronkulova, Babyrdjan Tolbaev, Ravshan Djeenbekov, 
Kanybek Imanaliev, Myktybek Arstanbek, Kanatbek Isaev, and Arstan Abdyldaev. The analysis of 
this information identified a range of personalized ironic and sarcastic comments in social media 
and on forums under materials posted in online media. Most of them contained obscene 
vocabulary, slang, and discriminatory expressions in sharing comments and images about the 
debates between the presidential candidates. Often, sarcasm was used to bolster a negative 
public perception of an individual and to disguise hate speech. In this report, we assigned these 
materials to a separate cluster. 

3. Analysis of identified comments showed that anger and disgust were the key emotions provoking 
further aggressive expressions with the use of hate speech. About 57% of analyzed comments 
were accompanied by strong language. For example, aspects of misogyny were supported by 
stereotypes, obscene language, disparaging comparisons, and the discrediting of personas. Such 
comments were equal in number in both the Kyrgyz and Russian languages.  

4. Flawed argumentation, the accusation of some candidates by association with someone else, 
divisive wording, and the distortion of opponents’ positions is an additional type of hate speech, 
which was qualified as election and political discussions in this study and documented in 
comments, interviews of experts, and the media. This type manifested as anti-western rhetoric, 
drawing incorrect parallels between the candidates and various identities, and creating 
dehumanizing metaphors based on the comparison of people and animals. This form of 
expression is based not on objective facts, but on propaganda, and is aimed at the feelings and 
prejudices of the audience. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

14 CEC of the Kyrgyz Republic initially registered 18 candidates. However, on 12/30/2020, candidate Rashid Tagaev stepped down and voluntarily dropped out of the 
presidential race https://rus.azattyk.org/a/31026044 html 

 
15 Facebook removed hundreds of fake accounts in Kyrgyzstan, 2021, https://internews.kg/glavnye-novosti/facebook-udalil-sotni-fejkovyh-akkauntov-iz-kyrgyzstana/ 
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        - The media must continue to work on introducing politically-correct vocabulary and stylistics into 
editorial practices that take the pluralism of opinions and freedom of expression into account; 

         - The media must update editorial instructions on the subject of working with comments (moderation 
and pre-moderation) under articles published on their web resources and social networks and work on 
changing the style of materials and comments on election themes;  

         -   The media must create articles and initiate and publish awareness-raising materials on their web 
pages with the aim of public dialogue on the issues of online aggression, harsh forms of hate speech, and 
intolerance in the media; 
 
          - The media must give voice to minorities and social and discriminated-against groups in the 
population and explain their constitutional rights to the audience; 
 
            - Media organizations must develop and implement awareness campaigns to explain the 
effectiveness of tolerant technologies in public discourse to the audience; 
 
             - Media organizations and local NGOs must organize and hold ongoing discussions on the 
internet about the freedom of expression and hate speech, the level at which it acceptable, and the 
importance of pluralism in modern society for journalists, public speakers, and opinion leaders; 
 
             - Support and encourage the development of professional media criticism;  
 
               - Media organizations and donor agencies are advised to encourage regular media monitoring 
of hate speech in public space, models of responsible journalism, and the development of academic 
programs for journalism departments and a system for improving the qualifications of media workers. 

CONTEXT 

The election campaign for the early presidential election in Kyrgyzstan was launched on December 15, 
2020. By its start, the Central Election and Referendum Commission of the Kyrgyz Republic (CEC) had 
registered 18 candidates for the presidency, including one woman, Klara Sooronkulova. The campaign 
was not noisy and active, as it had been during the previous parliamentary election. This could be 
attributable to the smaller number of candidates taking part in the presidential race and small 
expenditures on campaigning by most of the candidates.  
 
According to the CEC, the largest election fund that was made up of a candidate’s personal financial 
resources and the voluntary donations of individuals/legal entities belonged to Sadyr Japarov, with 62 
million som. The funds of other candidates ranged from 1 to 3 million som.16   
 
After the early election was held, Sadyr Japarov had won almost 80% of the vote with low voter turnout, 
which was just above 33% by 6 pm.17 Some opponents of Japarov in the presidential race did not 
recognize his victory and spoke out about ballot rigging and their intention to challenge the voting results 
in court. 
 
The meteoric political career of Japarov was the subject of discussion on social networks and in the 
media. The main criticism against him was his previous convictions in two criminal cases on hostage 
taking and attempted takeover18 as well as the unconstitutional mechanism of his appointment as prime 
minister and acting president of the country. He came to these positions amid mass protests of people 
who did not agree with the results of the parliamentary election held in Kyrgyzstan in October 2020. 
 

16 From $12,037.0 to 36,110.9, at the rate of the Kyrgyz som to the USD dollar (about 84.4 as of January 10, 2021) https://www1.oanda.com/currency/converter/ 
17 https://rus.azattyk.org/a/31040703.html 
18 Lawyer Toktakunov: Previous criminal records of Sadyr Japarov, Talant Mamytov and Kamchybek Tashiev still not cancelled, https://knews.kg/2020/12/28/advokat-
toktakunov-sudimost-sadyra-zhaparova-talanta-mamytova-i-kamchybeka-tashieva-do-sih-por-ne-pogashena/  12/28/2020. 
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His presumed ties with the criminal world and the Bakiev clan19 were also major sources of hate speech 
and sarcasm that was documented during the media monitoring. Despite the fact that other candidates 
were also targets of hate, the majority of negative statements with irate emotions in the pre- and post-
election discourse were addressed toward Sadyr Japarov. As such, the studied public discourse was 
based on the above topic.  
 
Discussions did not contain the programs of candidates, the real problems in the country, nor paths to 
resolve them. All election discussions were focused on TV debates, the discussion of participants, 
aggressive reactions to various statements, and candidates’ criticism of one other. 

TRENDS AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

The analysis of content in online media from 12/15/2020 through 01/08/2021 showed that most of the 
materials were related to election activities in the leadup to the early presidential election.  

As campaign materials were not analyzed, the monitoring documented comments on forums under news 
or articles that spoke about the meetings of candidates with voters or broadcast TV debates between the 
presidential candidates. The content and context in each analyzed material, the presence of conflict-
generating stereotypes and abusive clichés, and the 
use of obscene vocabulary and other linguistic attacks 
was taken into account. The selected materials were 
then subjected to more thorough analysis.   

This section levies several comparisons between the 
amount of hate speech and recorded trends by types of 
intolerance and the results of the previous media 
monitoring, which analyzed public discourse during the 
parliamentary election in Kyrgyzstan in 2020.20   

Diagram 3. Comparative dynamics of the amount of 
hate speech detected in the studied content during 
parliamentary and presidential elections in 
Kyrgyzstan, % 

 

For example, the total amount of hate speech and trolling during the parliamentary election was 28%, 
while the discussions about early presidential election contained less hate language (14%).                                                           

However, these comparisons may not be entirely correct, as it is impossible to convey the whole picture.  

The differing number of media monitoring periods, of which there were seven before the parliamentary 
election – from mid-July to October 10, 2020, whereas the current study covers only six weeks, from mid-
December 2020 through January 22, 2021 – affects this.  

In addition, the two studies show a different number of detected trends of intolerance. This also makes it 
more difficult to make comparisons. For example, last year’s monitoring detected 11 trends,21 while the 
current one detected almost half as many (6).  

19 Former president of the Kyrgyz Republic ousted during the popular unrest in April 2010. 
20Hate Speech in the Election Discourse of  Kyrgyzstan, Final Reports, http://ca-mediators.net/en/5402-hate-speech-in-the-parlamentary-election-discourse-of-kyrgyzstan.html 
, http //ca-mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/5390-yazyk-vrazhdy-v-pred-i-postvybornom-diskurse-kr-finalnyy-doklad html, 04.12.2020. 
21 ЯЗЫК ВРАЖДЫ В ПРЕД- И ПОСТВЫБОРНОМ ДИСКУРСЕ КР. ФИНАЛЬНЫЙ ДОКЛАД, раздел «Тренды по видам нетерпимости», стр. 28, 
http://ca-mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/5390-yazyk-vrazhdy-v-pred-i-postvybornom-diskurse-kr-finalnyy-doklad.html  04.12 2020. 
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Diagram 4. Comparative dynamics of detected content with hate speech by types of intolerance during 
parliamentary and presidential elections in Kyrgyzstan, % 

The amount of detected hate speech and resulting trends are calculated by summing up the total number 
of recorded cases and their proportional distribution by categories of intolerance.   

Linguistic (37%) and ethnic (22%) intolerance, respectively, are presented in one cluster in this section 
of trends, as recorded cases contained hate speech where ethnic and linguistic identities were mixed.  

37% of the total amount of studied materials contained attacks based on linguistic identity addressed 
toward presidential candidates, while 22% of content contained negative ethnic clichés and stereotypes. 
The majority of recorded cases contained these two types of hate speech simultaneously. 

Commentators were aggressive and sarcastic towards the candidates who did not express their ideas in 
the Kyrgyz language and simultaneously tried to draw parallels with their ethnic identities. The users 
insinuated the “impure” Kyrgyz identities of some candidates and sought to attribute the reason for their 
linguistic differences to this. 

Hate speech of this type of intolerance was recorded mainly in the comments of users discussing the pre-
election meetings of candidates and their speeches at TV debates. 

When presidential candidate Adakhan Madumarov responded in Uzbek to a question asked by an Uzbek-
speaking voter at one of the meetings with the residents of the country’s south in December 2020, it 
sparked a lively discussion on social networks. 

Commentators criticized the candidate and discussed his ethnic background using negative clichés and 
stereotypes and xenophobic subtexts (i.e., “it would be good to speak only Kyrgyz in Kyrgyzstan,” “if they 
don’t understand, they should hire an interpreter,” “pure Kyrgyz,” “‘Adakhamjon’ (in the Uzbek manner),” 
“Sadyr-Uighur,” “Madumarov is an enemy of the Kyrgyz people,” and “A Tajik won’t do any good to the 
Kyrgyz people”).  
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In a series of comments published on December 23, 2020 in the closed Facebook group “Adakhan 
Madumarov,” ethnic and language intolerance was recorded under the post of Kanyshai Mamyrkulova: 
“Мадумаров маладес... Өзбекче сүйлөсө өзүбүздүн тектеш тил, кошуна эл, мамлекеттин бир 
бөлүгүн түзгөн боордоштор...Кээде ашынып кетесиңер...” (translation – “good job Madumarov… he 
spoke the Uzbek language, the language of our neighbors, who are part of our state.… Sometimes you 
go overboard …”).  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot 1. An example of comments posted under a post in the closed Facebook group “Adakhan 
Madumarov”22 

 
A repost from  Samat Avazov continued the discussion of the candidate’s speech in Uzbek. 15 
commentators and 81 approving users23 were angry 
over this fact and used conflict-generating 
stereotypes (i.e. “he’s Tajik and won’t root for the 
Kyrgyz”) and racist connotations (“a pureblood 
Kyrgyz should become the president”). 
 
Screenshot 2. An example of a xenophobic comment 
posted in the closed Facebook group – “Adakhan 
Madumarov,” 12/29/202024 

Translation – “If this magpie is Tajik, will he root for the Kyrgyz? He’s laughing at the Kyrgyz. The pureblood Kyrgyz 
Sadyr Japarov should be the president in Kyrgyzstan”) 

22 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1504281456274859 
23 Likes 
24 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1504281456274859/permalink/3741983105838005/ 

Translation  
Kubataly Kurbanbekov 
Is it worth taking this measure to win votes? Or did he always speak Uzbek? 
Baktygul Tursunalieva 
Adakhan is a Tajik, and a Tajik won’t do any good to the Kyrgyz people 
Kanybek Kojoshev 
Madumarov is a pure Kyrgyz, Sadyr is Uighur 
Tologon Karimjan uulu 
Tomorrow they will be dancing an Andijan dance 
Tologon Karimjan uulu 
It would be good to speak only Kyrgyz in Kyrgyzstan. If other nations do not understand, they should hire an interpreter. If you try to speak Kyrgyz 
before Uzbeks and Russians, you’ll see what they do to you. 
Bakytbek Medetov 
You should sing the anthem of the country you live in. If you betray your language when living in Kyrgyzstan just to win votes, you could have 
opened the meeting with the anthem of Uzbekistan. Have you ever seen Mirziyoyev or Tokayev speaking Kyrgyz when in Kyrgyzstan? 
Sadyk Kalmamatov 
Bravo, bro, we’ll vote for you! (in Uzbek, with sarcasm)  
Nastya Beka 
Madumarov is an enemy of the Kyrgyz nation 
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Discussions of online users accompanying the second round of TV debates among presidential 
candidates on January 7-8, 2021f also contained intolerance by way of linguistic markers.  

The candidates Kanybek Imanaliev, Abdil Segizbaev and Ravshan Djeenbekovaim of hate attacks were 
the targets of hate attacks. They criticised the events in the country and, in accordance with the TV 
debates’ rules, answered some questions of the hosts in Russian (an official language). 

 

Screenshot 3. An example of comments containing language intolerance posted under the video of debating 
candidates on the Facebook account of April TV channel25,26: 

 

Kana Asanbekov 
(translation – “Jackals, Mankurts27, do you think the people will support you 
only because you speak Russian?”) 
Kairat Asanov 
(translation – “Such dogs as you are must be imprisoned immediately”) 
Kalicha Sherieva 
(translation – “You could have avoided torturing yourself and spoken Kyrgyz”) 

 

Commentators were aggressive towards the statements of presidential candidate Kursan Asanov who did 
not agree with the results of the early presidential election. Hateful comments addressed against Asanov 
often contained linguistic constructions qualified as the creation of a negative image of an ethnic group, 
as well as false identification (the formation and reinforcement of a negative ethnic stereotype or negative 
image of a given ethnic group). 

In this case, as in the documented cases regarding Adakhan Madumarov, commentators drew parallels 
between these two candidates and Tajiks and used false attribution by assigning hostile actions and 
dangerous intentions “against the Kyrgyz people” to them. 

Discussions on the internet about the alleged Tajik origin of Asanov surfaced in August-September 2020, 
when local media reported the spy scandal with the ex-first vice prime minister of Kyrgyzstan, Jenish 
Razakov. 

In the middle of last year, the Jogorku Kenesh demanded the verification of publications posted in the 
Tajik media that wrote about Razakov allegedly “being a special services agent of a neighboring country.” 

Later on, the media of Kyrgyzstan in their publications reported that the damaging information about the 
ex-vice prime minister was allegedly distributed by General Asanov who was then the deputy of the head 
of interior ministry of Kyrgyzstan.28  

At the same time, comments, including trolling ones, were posted under the articles on discussion forums 
and social networks saying that Asanov29 was “a Tajik, just like Adakhan [Madumarov].”30    

25 https://www.facebook.com/april.tv kg 
26 Кыргыз Республикасынын Президенти кызматына талапкерлердин Теледебаты / 2-тур / 01/07/2021 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=arrOA8WH1pk&feature=emb logo 
27 Mankurt is an unthinking slave in Epic of Manas According to Chinghiz Aitmatov. There was a Kyrgyz legend that mankurts were prisoners of war who were turned into slaves 
by being exposed to the hot sun with their heads wrapped in camel skin. These skins dried tight, like a steel band, thus damaging their brains and enslaving them forever. A 
mankurt did not recognise his name  family or tribe: "a mankurt did not recognise himself as a human being." 
28 Spy intrigue and operatoin package, https://kyrgyztoday org/news_ru/shpionskaya-intriga-i-operatsiya-paket/ 
29 Kursan Asanov: “Obvious non-interference of the authorities in this decision, 
https://www.gezitter org/politic/91192 kursan asanov vidno nevmeshatelstvo vlasti v reshenie/ An example of comments posted under the article: Temir 2020.09.22 13:57 
“Kursan and Adakhan are both ethnic Tajiks! They must be the agents of Tajik security services! Kursan Asanov was awarded by President Emomali Rakhmon for a reason!” 
Patriot 2020.09.10 08:16 “The Bakievs  dogs are dead in the water, so don t make noise beforehand! We ll see what the party, whose leader sold Kyrgyz land to Tajikistan and 
Kazakhstan, will get! Whoever votes for them are the same betrayers! What do you have to say, betrayer Adakhan!” 
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This topic began circulate once more in discussion groups and online forums during the early presidential 
election campaign, when TV debates were broadcast or when news items about the abovementioned 
candidates were published. 

Screenshot 4. An example of comments containing 
hate speech posted on the Facebook account of 
Govori TV31 under the post “Курсан Асанов 
шайлоонун жыйынтыгы менен эмнеге макул 
эмес экенин айтты” (translation – “Kursan 
Asanov said why he didn’t agree with the election 
results”) 

Rysbek Jumaev 
(translation – “You deserved these votes in Osh, cops won’t vote for you. Only druggies from Lyuli-makhalla must have voted for 
you. Your Uzbek brothers didn’t come to vote for you as you must have exhausted them…”) 
Azira Baibosunova 
(translation – “Such jackals don’t need to give their consent”). 
 

The ethnic background of the another candidate, Babyrjan Tolbaev, was also the target of hateful attacks. 
During the broadcasting of TV debates on April TV’s Facebook account, commentators were discussing 
the speech of Tolbaev using ethnic derogatory clichés and xenophobic connotations. The users were 

looking for hints of an accent in the speech of the debater and 
gave their assessment of his ethnic background, thus forming a 
negative image of the Uzbek ethnic group. 

 

Screenshot 5. An example of comments containing hate speech 
posted on the Facebook account of the April TV channel32  

Junushbek Moldaliev 
(translation – “What if such people would rule, not the Kyrgyz”) 
Daniyar Bektenov 
(translation – “You are the Sart20”) 
Junushbek Moldaliev 
 (translation – “He can hardly speak Kyrgyz”) 
 Turdu Aliev 
 (translation – “Is he a Dungan? He cannot speak Kyrgyz at all”) 
 
 

Ethnic intolerance continued in online discussions after the video interview of Babyrjan Tolbaev was 
posted on Super.kg. He urged Sadyr Japarov, who won the election, to bring professionals onto his team.  

Commentators discussing the supremacy of the Kyrgyz ethnic group used racist overtones and criticized 
members of other ethnic groups, and one user wrote “We don’t need Baburs.33” 

 
Screenshot 6. An example of a xenophobic comment posted under the video interview “Үчүнчү орун 
саясаттагы жаңы адам үчүн жакшы жыйынтык». Бабыржан Төлбаев шайлоонун жыйынтыгы 

30 References to the “Tajik ethnicity” of Madumarov are related to 2008  when he was the secretary of the Security Council of the Kyrgyz Republic under ex-president 
Kurmanbek Bakiev. According to the media  citing Azimbek Beknazarov  Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Kyrgyz Republic to Malaysia since 2020 and an 
ex-politician and member of parliament  Madumarov is a “seller of lands.” He didn’t have the proper authority (when he was the secretary of the Security Council of the Kyrgyz 
Republic)  but signed a  lease agreement for 49 years, thus recognizing the Kyrgyz land in the village of Kok Tash at the Kyrgyzstan-Tajikistan border as belonging to Tajikistan. 
Conflict after conflict occurs there today.  
Source: Photo facts: Whom did Adakhan Madumarov sell the Kyrgyz lands to? 
01/21/2020.https://www gezitter.org/politic/85338 fotofaktyi komu adahan madumarov prodal kyirgyizskie zemli /  
31 https://www.facebook.com/govoriTV, 01/11/2021. 
32 https://www.facebook.com/april.tv kg/  12/30/2020. 
33 The name of Babyrzhan in the Uzbek-language context. 
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боюнча комментарий берди” (video) (translation – “Third place for a newcomer in politics is a good 
result.” Babyrjan Tolbaev commented on the election results”)34 

 

(translation – “Did we elect you, as if no Kyrgyz is left? Why are you surprised with your failure? You must not even 
be a deputy. Sadyr Nurkojoevich [Japarov], leave only the Kyrgyz deputies. The Kyrgyz do not need the rest.”). 

 

Linguistic and ethnic intolerance during this media monitoring took the same places in the ranking as 
during the study of the pre- and post-election discourse on the parliamentary election in Kyrgyzstan.35 
Compared to the analyzed period in 2020, these trends declined by 7% on average. 

This could be due to the lower number of candidates taking part in the presidential election campaign, 
and their unaltered composition, which reduced the tension of discussions and verbal attacks. The 
passive election campaign, early election process, and “social burnout”36 of journalists, users, and 
speakers due to a large volume of socio-political events and the resulting decline of interest toward the 
events also affected the public discourse. 

Commentators and opinion leaders were less dynamic on the internet than during the previous campaign. 
Experts say that these factors could also affect the behavior of voters. 

The next documented intolerance trend was homophobia (12%).  

A range of materials belonging to the homophobic type of hate speech contained pejorative connotations. 
Often, these were homophobic clichés and expressive and obscene vocabulary. Moreover, the prevailing 
number of homophobic messages were of a hybrid type and contained false identification and shaped 
negative stereotypes by creating a negative image of LGBT people. 

The LGBT agenda is a sensitive issue in Kyrgyzstan and LGBT people belong to a “socially disapproved 
group” that is especially criticized by some Kyrgyzstanis who support patriarchal values. 

A particular characteristic of Kyrgyzstan-based online discussions is that they use homophobic clichés as 
insults aimed at various people, who, in the opinion of the authors of such rhetoric, “support gays” and are 
“spies of the West.” 

This time, presidential candidates Ravshan Djeenbekov and Kanybek Imanaliev were the targets of 
homophobic attacks. 

Before the launch of the election campaign, based on audience requests, Kabarlar.org asked Ravshan 
Djeenbekov a series of questions about his identity and “spy ties.” 

 

 

 

 

 

34 https://www.super kg/kabar/news/340973/  01/11/2021. 
35 HATE SPEECH IN PRE- AND POST-ELECTION DISCOURSE OF THE KYRGYZ REPUBLIC, F NAL REPORT, http://ca-mediators net/ru/issledovaniya/5390-yazyk-vrazhdy-
v-pred-i-postvybornom-diskurse-kr-finalnyy-doklad html  12/04/2020. 
36 burnout 
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The opinion that Ravshan Djeenbekov supports LGBT people and 
is the Western agent is widespread in Kyrgyz-language discussion 
groups on Facebook. During the election campaign, these rumors 
spread on the internet and sparked an aggressive reaction from 
users in response. 

Screenshot 7. A meme depicting Ravshan Djeenbekov posted in the 
Facebook group “Migranntar;”37 the author is Sayasiy botko  

The meme’s title is “Эл мүлкүн тоноп-саткан, гейлердин 
коргоочусу Равшан жоопко тартылсын!” (translation – 
“Ravshan protects gays and loots and sells people’s property!”) 

This caption has a meaning that hints at the former activity of 
Ravshan Djeenbekov when he was the head of the State 
Committee for Government Property Administration of the Kyrgyz 
Republic from 2001-2005. 

Studying the identity of the candidate, the online media outlet Kabarlar published a video interview of him 
and addressed xenophobic questions to him from the 
audience. 

Screenshot 8. A video interview of the candidate 
captioned “Равшан Жээнбеков: “Американын 
шпиону,” “гей” деген сөздөргө жооп берди 
(translation – “Ravshan Jeenbekov: the words “American 
spy” and “gay” don’t bother me)38 

 

 

On January 5, 2021, the news agency Politmer.kg published the following visual post on its Facebook 
page: “Копкон, жондомсуз президенттерди кыргыз эли кууп келген, мындан ары да кууп чыгат” 
(translation – “The Kyrgyz people have and always will 
oust arrogant and mediocre presidents”)39. 

Some of the 26 comments on the post contained hateful 
expressions in a critical tone with disapproval and calls 
for “ousting gays.”  

Screenshot 9. An example of comments posted under the 
visual post on the Facebook page of Politmer  

 
Myktybek Aitiev 
(translation – “Gays should be ousted”). 
Beka Abdyrakhmanova 
(translation – “[he] will oust gay supporters l ke you”). 
Junusali Murzakulov 
Freaking gay 
Suusarkan Arykbaeva 
(translation – “What, do you think you’re capable? We’re supposed to take the fact that you support gays as capability? Why do you 
say what’s wrong without looking in the mirror? The people know very well who you truly are”) 
 

37 https://www.facebook.com/groups/migranttar? rdc=1& rdr  01/21/2021 
38 https://kabarlar org/news/118871-video-ravshan-zhjejenbekov-amerikanyn-shpionu-gej-degen-szdrg-zhoop-berdi.html  12/08/2020. 
39 https://www.facebook.com/politmer.kg  01/05/2021.  
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There were also homophobic comments calling for expelling the candidate Djeenbekov40 from the country 
on the Facebook account of the politician. 

Tursunai Estebesova 
“Мите курттай сен бузуп атасын Кыргызстанды коклорду колдоп Лондондт журоберда эмне ишин бар 
Кыргызстанда чын чычалайт болбой” 
(translation – “You are like a parasitic worm, you are destroying everything in Kyrgyzstan by supporting the gays. 
Stay in London, what do you care about Kyrgyzstan.”) 
Tursunai Estebesova 
“Равшан сен эркексинби же катынсынбы сен асынып эле олчу катындан жамансын королу деген коз жок сени 
кыргызстандан чыгып кетчи былжырап келжиребей эчким суйбойт сени”  
(translation – “Ravshan, whether you’re a man or a woman, hang yourself and die. You’re worse than a woman: there 
are no eyes that want to see you. Get out of Kyrgyzstan, no one loves you.”) 
 

Presidential candidate Kanybek Imanaliev was the next target of online homophobia. Commentators 
attacked him with hate speech during his speech at the TV debates and after the documentary “Элүүнчү 
жаз... К.Иманалиев жөнүндө даректүү фильм” (translation – “The fiftieth spring … a documentary about 
K. Imanaliev”) was posted on the Facebook page of “Jalbyrak TV – September.”41 Users reproached the 
candidate for “supporting gays,” indicating his participation in several protests against the constitutional 
amendments and for the parliamentary system that were held in Bishkek, the capital of Kyrgyzstan. 

An example of a comment posted under the film: 

Bakyt Ismailov 
“Капашовичтин ГЕЙ, ГОЛУБОЙлорду колдоп митингте жүргөнүн айта кетсеңер жарашып эле калмак экен.” 
(translation – “It would have been appropriate if they talked about how Kapashovich took part in protests and 
supported gays and ‘light blues.’42”) 
 

The total number of homophobic expressions during the presidential election campaign (12%) as a 
percentage of the total amount of hate speech by types of intolerance was nearly equal to that  of the 
period during the parliamentary election (11.8%). However, less harsh hate speech and calls inciting 
hatred against LGBT people were recorded, as well as far fewer demotivational posters. 

In 2020, during the parliamentary election campaign, discussion groups on Facebook saw a troll 
onslaught and a series of fake visual images that emphasized the identity and orientation of people who 
the authors believed were members of Kyrgyzstan’s LGBT community. In addition, this abbreviation was 
used as an abusive cliché in relation to some candidates. 

This media monitoring showed a significant reduction in trolling, and in some cases, there was none at all. 
Over the course of this study, fewer “direct” homophobic speech attacks were observed than we recorded 
last year. 

However, this does not mean that this trend of intolerance is declining, as attitudes in society and the 
negative reaction to the LBGT agenda in the online environment are not changing. 

Gender-based intolerance (11.5%) was the next in the trend in the ranking that was reported in the 
analyzed content. 

Just over one tenth of the total amount of materials with recorded hate speech contained gender-based 
stereotypes, clichés, strong language, and vulgar slang regarding female candidate Klara Sooronkulova, 
her agent, activist Gulkaky Mamasalieva, and ex-president of Kyrgyzstan Roza Otunbaeva. 

40 https://www.facebook.com/ravshan.djeyenbekov  12/31/2020.  
41 https://www.facebook.com/images/video/play 72dp png  01/01/2021.  
42 Slur for LGBT people 
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During the TV debates of the presidential candidates on 12/29/2020, Sooronkulova criticised the judicial 
reform in the country by saying that “the state does everything 
for the good of the judges.” 

She cited the example that those who “now rule Kyrgyzstan 
were declared not guilty in two criminal cases in five minutes, 
while many people wait years for a fair decision.” 

In the two subsequent days, over 70 materials were recorded 
online, including posts and comments discussing 
Sooronkulova’s position in a negative context. 

Screenshot 10.  The opinion piece “Аял эркектин кабыргасынан 
жаралган”. Клара Сооронкулова качан «соолугат?” 
(translation – “A woman is made of a man’s rib.” When will Klara 
Sooronkulova sober up?”), published on Aryba.kg43 

 

The authors of the article used gender-based stereotypes such as “a woman must stay at home and 
smell her grandchildren’s heads,” “a woman must pour tea for her husband,” “woman is made of man’s 
rib,” and the false attribution of hostile intentions to her, saying that “she was controlled by Western 
forces.” 

The article states that the candidate provokes conflict through her speeches at the debates and earns 
money that way. 

Screenshot 11.  Text of the opinion piece containing gender-
based stereotypes  

(translation – “Even society began to understand the presidential candidate Klara Sooronkulova. She 

does not have supporting voters, yet she’s prone to populism. Isn’t’ it clear she is provoking conflict? How 

long will she be controlled by the West? Or was this a way to earn money? Some come to politics to earn 

their living, others are drawn toward business. See which group Klara Sooronkulova belongs to! It’s 

surprising why she wants to quarrel and attack and turned this into her profession when she should be 

sitting at home raising her grandson and pouring hot tea for her husband? If mothers, who are supposed 

to set an example, are this way, what will others do? There’s a wise saying, “A woman is made of man’s 

rib,” and it is not without a basis. Klara Sooronkulova had better sober up in her old age and just sit 

back ”). The Asia News newspaper 

 

The second round of presidential debates from January 7-8, 2021 was also the center of attention for 
disseminators of hate on the internet. During the media monitoring, we recorded approximately 500 
comments on the Facebook account of the April TV channel.44  

In studying them, experts found many cases of hate speech and dehumanizing metaphors45 as well as 
sexist attacks against Sooronkulova (examples: “Барчы эй катын суйлобочу”, translation – “Shut up, 
woman”, “Ит экенсин даро камашкерек мындай акмакты,” translation – “Such dogs must be imprisoned 
immediately.”) 

Derogatory comments against Klara Sooronkulova46 were found on her Facebook account, where she 
reposted Rita Karasartova regarding the forthcoming action “For parliamentarianism,”47 as well as on her 

43 https://aryba.kg/sayasat/5683-ajal-jerkektin-kabyrgasynan-zharalgan-klara-sooronkulova-kachan-soolugat html?  12/30/2020, reprint of the editorial article from Asia News. 
44 Presidential debates, 2nd round, https://www.facebook.com/april.tv.kg  January 7-8, 2021. 
45 Dehumanizing metaphors are negative comparisons of people with animals in the hate speech methodology. Author’s methodology of complex examination of hate speech. 
Copyright ©  School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in CA, 2015,  All rights reserved 
46 Instagram page of presidential candidate Klara Sooronkulova, https://www instagram com/p/CJywUbOnIjo/ 
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Instagram account, where she posted the post of the year on 01/15/2021 saying she would continue to 
fight against the usurpation of power. Offensive comments addressed to her were also observed.48 

Gender-based intolerance in the form of hate speech was recorded on the Facebook account of Kyrgyz 
Azattyk Unalgysy under the article “Кыргызстанда 10-январда өткөн президенттик шайлоодо 
талапкер болгон юрист Клара Сооронкулова Борбордук шайлоо комиссиясынын (БШК) үстүнөн 
Бишкек административдик сотуна арыз жазды” (translation – “Presidential candidate and lawyer Klara 
Sooronkulova filed a complaint against CEC to the 
administrative court of Bishkek.”)49 

 
Screenshot 12. An example of hate comments from this 
Facebook account   
 

Baktygul Usupova 
(translation – “Klara, if you are a woman, sit by your husband, don’t fight with a man for power. Don’t you have other things to do? Take the cooking pot and sit back”) 
Akbermet Kalmatov 
(translation – “I’m sick of this woman  she can’t just calm down”) 
Jypara Sekimova 
“Sit back at home, raise the kids and the husband. I’m sick of her. She won’t be the president, anyway. Her property must be also checked so she could calm down already” 
Urumbek Yrysaliev 
(translation – “Let her get back to her America instead of sowing discord among the Kyrgyz”). 
Gulmira Matieva 
“Fool, calm down!” 
Ulan Balykbaev 
(translation – “What does this woman need?). 
 

 

Ex-president of Kyrgyzstan Roza Otunbaeva was also attacked with hate speech on voting day and after 
the election. Disseminators of hate and trolls became active on the 
internet after the media reported that the ex-president voted for the 
parliamentary system.50 Besides gender-based stereotypes, almost 
all documented cases also contained the pejorative clichés and 
abusive expressions “myrka,”51 “old woman,” “Baba Yaga,”52 “bitch,” 
“betrayer,” and “enemy of the Kyrgyz nation,” as well as the 
dehumanizing metaphors “jackal,” and “donkey.” 

Makhburat Junusova 
(translation – “Betrayer Roza, your choice is not worth a penny to the people. Stay in 
the museum while we choose the presidential system, bitch Roza, you should be 
jailed.”) 
Maku Bekkazieva 
(translation – “When I see her, I want to pull her hair out, but she doesn’t have hair”). 

Kumarbek Ergeshbaev 
(translation – “Maybe we’ll consider the razor”) 
Nazgul Nuralieva 
(translation – “Brute woman”). 
Kanybek Baimurzaev 
(translation – “Animal (beast)”). 
Kumarbek Ergeshbaev 
(translation – “The people do not want to see the myrka”) 
Gulzat Kandarova 
(translation – “Go down the drain, Baba Yaga”) 
Manas Sydykov 
(translation – “We don’t need Baba Yaga’s opinion”) 
Mukhammed Ali 
(translation – “Jail this fool”) 
Taalai Abdraev 

47 https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001543883725 , 01/07/2021. 
48 Instagram-страница кандидатки в президенты Клары Сооронкуловой, https://www instagram com/p/CJywUbOnIjo/ 
49 https://www.facebook.com/azattyk org  01/22/2021.  
50 https://www.facebook.com/TMediaKG/  01/10/2021.  
51 villager 
52 Bogeywoman, bloofer-lady 
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(translation – “Myrka uses chimkir ks53 because chimkir ks know the history of this myrka. Let’s take Artykov, for example!!!”) 
Profil Nurmatova 
(translation – “Your days are drawing to a close, myrka”) 
Ta Sam 
(translation – “Baba Yaga with no use”) 
Maku Bekkazieva 
(translation – “The old woman gets a pension on the people’s dime, we should stop this”) 
 

Screenshot 13. An example of comments posted on Facebook page of ТМедиаRG-TV Channel under the 
article “Отунбаева: парламенттик башкарууну тандадым” (translation – “Otunbaeva: voted 
for parliamentary system”)54 

17 of the 53 studied comments, including trolling ones, contained gender-based intolerance in the form of 
hate speech, obscene language, and personal insults. 

The following statements by Otunbaeva that mass events such as elections, are “very dangerous 
because of the risk of the spread of coronavirus,” and her congratulations addressed to the head of the 
state on his winning the election added to the intolerance and the flow of offensive language. Most of the 
documented incidents contained flawed argumentation and attribution, the creation of an image of 
Otunbaeva as “an enemy of the Kyrgyz people” who supports “NGO-ists” (examples: “муну жыланач 
кылып кууп чырпык менен уруп ойнош керек” (“she should be beaten naked with a switch”55)). 

The commentators drew parallels between Otunbaeva and the Osh events56 of 2010, when she was the 
interim president of the Kyrgyz Republic57. 

 

Screenshot 14. An example of hate and trolling comments posted 
on the Facebook account of Kloop under the article “Ex-president 
of Kyrgyzstan Roza Otunbaeva thinks that mass events such as 
elections are very dangerous because of the risk of the spread of 
coronavirus”58 

Ulanbek Abdykadyrov 
(translation – “What are you afraid of, ass?”). 
Nurlan Kuseinov 
(translation – “Squeeze your anus…”). 
Marat Osmonaliev 
“Myrka for sale” 
Erkinbek Ernazarov 
(translation – “Such myrkas must be shot down as jackals”). 
Ainura Meimanovna 
(translation – “This dishonest old woman must get out of here”). 
Ulan Jumabaev 
(translation – “Get out of here, Baba Yaga”). 
Kanatbek Mamasaparov 
(translation – “This dog should be jailed”). 
 

The experts qualified this as harsh hate speech containing calls for violence. 

53 “Chimkirik,” Kyrgyz (in Russian “snot,” “snotty”) – a cliché that became negative and common name after ex-president Almazbek Atambaev, speaking at the rally, criticized 
the parliament and called it the “chimkirik parliament”. This cliché is used both in Kyrgyz and Russian in public discussions and trolling comments. 
54 The same. 
55 Facebook account of Kyrgyz Azattyk Unalgysy  comments under the article “Roza Otunbaeva called on Sadyr Japarov to unite all political forces”, Erkinbek Ernazarov Муну 
жыланач кылып кууп чырпык менен уруп ойнош керек (She should be beaten naked with a switch), 
https://web.facebook.com/azattyk org/posts/3403239146453393? rdc=1& rdr 
56 The Osh events of 2010 were ethnic violence between the Kyrgyz and Uzbeks in the Osh region in the south of Kyrgyzstan, when hundreds of people died and were 
wounded, and thousands of retail outlets and houses were burnt down or destroyed.  
57 Roza Otunbaeva headed the Interim Government of the Kyrgyz Republic on April 7, 2010. From July 2010 to December 2011, she was the president of the Kyrgyz Republic. 
58  https://www.facebook com/kloop kg/posts/10158019409359639  01/10/2021.  
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The comparison of the sexist content recorded during the current media monitoring and the previous 
study during the parliamentary election shows that public discourse contains similar lexical constructions, 
abusive clichés, and conflict-generating stereotypes.  

The main part of this hate speech category is based on narrative patterns originating in the society of 
Kyrgyzstan that are inherent in societies with patriarchal values. The lack of a culture of rhetoric, a 
shortage of online ethics, and low literacy in this area are the reasons why such hateful expressions have 
followers who share them online.  

We also noted that the volume of gender-based intolerance remained practically unchanged during the 
acute political discussions and political events happening in Kyrgyzstan. For example, we recorded 13% 
of gender-based intolerance in the form of hate speech during pre-election discussions of 2020, which 
is 2.5% more than in the current media monitoring. But taking into account the small-scale election 
campaign during the early presidential election, one can consider the level of hate speech as having 
declined slightly. 

Islamophobia (5%) was recorded in analyzed content where the presidential candidate Myktybek 
Arstanbek was discussed. He is a former journalist, known as the director of the halal industry center and 
for his statements about the need to introduce the sharia principles into the laws of Kyrgyzstan and to 
promote religious values. The recorded hateful comments under the articles and on social media 
contained Islamophobic overtones and clichés that are widespread in the local public discourse, such as 
“арабкул” (translation – “Arabian slave”), “динбаш” (translation – “religious head”), “тоңкойгон” 
(translation – “leaned [during the salah]),” “praising the Arabs,” “fawn on the Bedouins,” “religious poison,”  
and “we should smash his brains.” 

After Myktybek Arstanbek tried to explain the reason for the absence of another candidate, Sadyr 
Japarov,59 at the TV debates on his Facebook account and wrote that the latter “добушун тарттырып 
жиберүүдөн коркот” (translation – “fears losing his votes”), Islamophobes attacked Myktybek Arstanbek 
with abusive expressions. 

One tenth of the 41 comments contained hate speech. 

 

Screenshot 15. An example of Islamophobic comments posted on the 
Facebook page of presidential candidate Myktybek Arstanbek60 
 
Jomkorlorgo Chon Azap 
(translation – “Arabic slave, mankurt, religious head”). 
Jomkorlorgo Chon Azap 
(translation – “Don’t be an Arabic slave, don’t go nuts, don’t be a religious head, be a 
Kyrgyz”). 
Tynchtyk Kubataliev 

(translation – “If he’s an Arabic slave, don’t be the slave of the devil, don’t dispute with the Muslims, they went nuts, and these 
people will go to heaven. You won’t be in heaven, so leave them alone”). 
Jomkorlorgo Chon Azap 
(translation – “Your grandmother’s asshole, mankurt, religious head”). 
Jomkorlorgo Chon Azap 
(translation – “Your brain, which is poisoned with religious poison, must be smashed, Arabic slave, mankurt, religious head”). 
 
 
 
 

59 Candidate Sadyr Japarov refused to take part in the debates because candidates “spread rumors for three hours.” “These are debates about rumors.” Sadyr Japarov won’t go 
to debates with his opponents, https://kaktus.media/doc/429322_eto_yshakdebaty._sadyr_japarov_ne_pridet_na_teledebaty_s_opponentami.html 
01/06/2021.  
60 https://www.facebook.com/marstanbek  01/07/2021.  
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Other commentators called on the candidate not involve himself in 
politics and made comparisons with ex-president Sooronbai 
Jeenbekov and his “religious fans who read salah five times [a day], 
but did nothing for the country.” 

Screenshot 16. A post by user Gulzat Aalieva in the Facebook group 
“Маалымат Майданы”61 (translation – “Soke62 and his religious fans 
who leaned (prayed) five times a day in the prayer room in the White 
House, what did they do for the country? So, don’t do us a favor by 
reading the salah, just be conscientious and stay away from politics, Myktybek Arstanbek!”) 

Negative discourse with Islamophobic overtones continued in the media after the presidential election. 

At a press conference on January 14, 2021, Myktybek Arstanbek announced the creation of the Nur 
political party, the distinguishing characteristic of which will be compliance with traditions, customs and 
religious values.63 

This news also sparked a negative reaction by Islamophobes. The Aryba.kg, online media outlet drew 
parallels between Kyrgyzstan and religious Afghanistan by spreading negative connotations and 
wondering “Will daavatchy destroy Kyrgyzstan64?”  

The discussion on the question, posed by journalists, continued on social media in aggressive comments 
saying that religious people would win seats in the parliament in the upcoming 2021 parliamentary 

election and would influence the future of the country. 

Such messages correlated with similar comments recorded during the 
previous media monitoring of 2020, when we analyzed the election 
discourse during the parliamentary campaign. 

At that time, the level of media Islamophobia was 5.6%, and the hate 
content was accompanied by creolized (visual) texts and verbal attacks 
against several candidates and political parties.  However, during the 
parliamentary campaign, Islamophobic expressions were harsher and 
mixed Islam with radical groups, which caused an aggressive response 
among internet users.  

In this period, we have barely recorded any such cases. 

Screenshot 17. An example of an article posted on the Aryba online media: “Мыктубек Арстанбек “Нур” 
партиясы түздү, экинчи Афганистанга айланабызбы?”65 (translation – “Myktybek Arstanbek created 
Nur party. Will we become a second Afghanistan?”) 

61 https://www.facebook.com/groups/mmaidan  01/10/2021. 
62 This nickname for Sooronbai refers to ex-president of Kyrgyzstan Sooronbai Jeenbekov, who was the leader of the country from 2017 to 2020, when he voluntarily resigned 
amid public unrest of people who did not agree with the results of the parliamentary election held in October 2020.  
63 “People are religious.” A party focused on religious values established in Kyrgyzstan, https //rus.azattyk org/a/31047616.html 

64 Daavatchy (from Arabic  دعوة ) -  the interpretation of the term “daavatchi/davatchy”, which means “Islamic preachers” and missionaries. Often used in a derogatory context or 
satirical texts. Some Central Asian media use this term to refer to the followers of the “Tabligi Jamaat” movement, source: Analytical glossary useful for broadcasting quotes 
containing hate speech, clichés and stereotypes, page 56 of the final report “HATE SPEECH IN PRE AND POST-ELECTION DISCOURSE OF THE KYRGYZ REPUBLIC”, 
http://ca-mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/5390-yazyk-vrazhdy-v-pred-i-postvybornom-diskurse-kr-finalnyy-doklad.html  12/04/2020. 
65 https://aryba.kg/koom/5952-myktybek-arstanbek-nur-partijasyn-tzd-jekinchi-afganistanga-
ajlanabyzby.html?fbclid=IwAR28mf2 HJlX nZ11GoXiPdGkVVeQQRJU41KpEclqRptkFEeP-M4OE uDPw, 01/14/2021.  
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                                                                               Screenshot 
18. An excerpt of the same article (with a translation) that 
contains Islamophobic overtones  

(translation – “Based on the religiosity of Myktybek Arstanbek, what 
will be next? The Islam follower must not be involved into secular 
affairs. Where are we heading? According to the Constitution, religion 
must be separated from politics. After all, will (they) take us to 
Afghanistan? In short, there are too many questions. Daavatchy 
striving for the parliament, will they destroy Kyrgyzstan?”) 

 

Flawed argumentation, false identification, accusation by association amounted to 2.5%. 

This type of hate speech is detected mainly in political or election discussions. Sometimes, it takes the 
form of personal verbal attacks against certain persons or creates an erroneous assumption in relation to 
some events. 

Concept substitution, the combination of various types of problems, the inclusion of discriminatory 
vocabulary, and creation of a negative image of a group may also be a part of negative communications 
as well as trolling and fake messages. 

In this media monitoring, a combined type of flawed argumentation was recorded most often. A range of 
expressions that are considered herein as linguistic, ethnic, and gender-based intolerance, as well as 
homophobia, contained false attribution. 

For example, when candidates and their followers were accused of “supporting the gays” or “espionage in 
favour of the West,” they were called “Western grant eaters” and “NGO assholes”. 

A range of flawed arguments spread online and the anti-Western rhetoric classified as this type of hate 
speech were not only against the candidates, but also against some media outlets that published 
materials about the elections. 

Below is an example of a comment posted on the Facebook page of Kloop under the article “Ex-president 
of Kyrgyzstan Roza Otunbaeva thinks that mass events such as elections are very dangerous because of 
the risk of the spread of coronavirus:”66  

Duishonbek Sultanov 
“Бир нерсени билгиле бул роза абдил теке нпошниктер  
Азаттык клоп эч качан кыргызстандын тынчтыгын каалабайт” 
(translation – “Know one thing, these Roza [Otunbaeva], Abdil [Segizbaev],  
Teke [Tekebaev], NGOs, Azattyk, and Kloop.kg never wish peace to Kyrgyzstan”). 
 

Flawed argumentation on the part of political analyst Mars Sariev was contained in his two interviews that 
were posted on Delo.kg and Vesti.kg. In discussing the situation around ex-deputy chair of the State 
Customs Service of Kyrgyzstan Raiymbek Matraimov, who the US put on the Global Magnitsky List,67 the 
political analyst said that these sanctions were used by “the United States to send out a signal to the local 
opposition” and predicted a “new colour revolution.” According to Sariev, the regional “north-south” card 
will be played in Kyrgyzstan with the support of the West. 

 

 

66 https://www.facebook.com/kloop.kg/posts/10158019409359639, 01/10/2021.  
67 Treasury Sanctions Corrupt Actors in Afrca and Asia, Press Release, https://home treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1206 ,12/09/2020. 
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Screenshot 19. The heading and excerpts from the interview of the political analyst  that was published on 
Delo.kg68 

 

(translation of an excerpt - Of course! These sanctions were used by the 
Americans to send out a signal to the local opposition – be ready for the 
10th of January. The colour revolution that failed on October 5-6 will be 
repeated. Do you remember the protests “REaction-1” and “REaction-2,” 
when the situation around Matraimov was hyped by Azattyk and other 
organisations... 
 
The current authorities have seemingly renounced Matraimov. But he has 
strong support in Kara-Suu, and in the south of the republic in general: he 
helped local people a lot. In other words, the US has a chance to play the 
north-south card. They tried to do it during the rule of Jeenbekov by 
separating him from Matraimov to make him lose his voters in the south. So, it will be “fun”… 
 
Now the protesting voters are mainly balconskiye, i.e. the citizens and the civil society that grew up on western grants. But the 
regions are for the current government. Therefore, the task before the US is to split the country not only by the “city-village” 
principle, but by the regional principle as well). 
 

The online outlet Vesti.kg published a “long-term” forecast by this political analyst using the same flawed 
argumentation. However, this time he said that the “European Union will be preparing for the 

parliamentary election for revenge.” 

 

Screenshot 20.  An example of an opinion by the 
political analyst that was posted on Vesti.kg69 

Translation of an except from the article: “Local expert Mars Sariev 
thinks the European Union will be preparing for the parliamentary 
election for revenge. He shared his opinion with Vesti.kg.” 
“The European Union countries represented by OSCE will be 
critical of the victory of Sadyr Japarov,” Sariev said. “He is a 
person not affiliated with the West. There were other pro-Western 
candidates. Nevertheless, Japarov is already receiving 
congratulations. I think Western colleagues are preparing for the 
parliamentary election for revenge. It is in their interests that the 
persons supporting the West and competing with the leader of the 
presidential race are successfully integrated into the parliament.” 

 

Less anti-Western and anti-American rhetoric was recorded in this period of media monitoring. 

The experts link this to the decline in the activity of trolls and online propagandists who used “flaming,” 
actively spread false arguments, provided false predictions, and disseminated concept substitution, thus 
manipulating public opinion on the internet. 

68 “The US recoup for the failed colour revolution in Kyrgyzstan”, https://delo.kg/?p=76542 https://delo.kg/?p=76542  01/14/2021.  
69 Expert: The West is preparing for our parliamentary election for revenge 
https://vesti kg/politika/item/80793-ekspert-zapad-gotovitsya-k-nashim-parlamentskim-vyboram-dlya-revansha.html  01/13/2021.  
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For example, the Facebook page of Arena.kg,70 which actively spread similar content during the elections 
to the Jogorku Kenesh, halted their publications on 10/21/2020, or “Insider Kyrgyzstan,” which was more 
restrained this time. 

Dehumanizing clichés and metaphors were also 
categorized within this intolerance trend. By this kind of 
metaphors, we mean the comparison of people and 
animals and the use of pejorative words that have become 
appellative clichés and also are characterized as offensive 
content. In this way, the authors create negative image of a 
person or a group of people by using intolerant 
comparisons with animals. 
 
Word cloud 1, including dehumanizing metaphors and 
clichés recorded in the researched content  
 
Dehumanizing metaphors and clichés were most often 
seen during this media monitoring period in negative comments regarding the following presidential 
candidates: Adakhan Madumarov, Sadyr Japarov, Kanybek Imanaliev, Kursan Asanov, Klara 
Sooronkulova, Babyrjan Tolbaev and Abdil Segizbaev. Ex-president Roza Otunbaeva was also the target 
of dehumanizing expressions. 
 
And, lastly, sarcasm (10%), which we included in this list when studying the hate speech during the early 
presidential election. 
 
Irony and sarcasm (sarcastic mockery) are the linguistic markers that show if hate speech is present in 
the analyzed content. Usually, irony and sarcasm were directed toward criticism of political activists. For 
that reason, election campaigns are the area where such content may be recorded and analyzed.  
 
The experts found that 10% of all materials contained a ironic and sarcastic attitude toward the persons 
discussed in the public discourse by online commentators. Most often, these were creolized texts 
(memes, photoshop (collages), or demotivational posters) with short messages, sometimes accompanied 
by conversational, obscene language or prison slang.  

 
In the analyzed period, sarcasm was used against the candidates who were 
subjected to the most public criticism. According to media monitoring, the 
sarcastic tone was most prominent in regard to presidential candidate Sadyr 
Japarov. 
 
At the TV debates, presidential candidate Arstanbek Abdyldaev (Arstan Alay) 
criticized the previous leader of the Kyrgyz Republic, Sooronbai Jeenbekov, 
and candidate Sadyr Japarov, who refused to take part in the debates.  
 
Screenshot 21. A meme posted on the Facebook account “Маалымат Майданы” 
with the image of Sadyr Japarov (to the left), Raiymbek Matraimov (in the middle) 
and Adyl Junus uulu (to the right – deputy and Japarov’s fellow party member)71 
 
 

 
In his speech, Arstan Alai used ironic sayings and stereotypical phrases such as “an uneasy conscience 
betrays itself,” “can a person even more malicious than [Jeenbekov] become the leader of the Kyrgyz,” “a 
coward khan will sell its nation,” and “a Chinese trace [of Japarov],” and accused the latter of ties with the 
PRC.72 
 

70 https://www.facebook.com/%D0%90%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B0KG-114670406850120 
71 https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=225092432529603&set=g.1749896368659559  01/07/2021 
72The second day of TV debates: only Arstan Alai criticized Japarov, who failed to come, 
https://kloop kg/blog/2020/12/29/live-debaty-kandidatov-v-prezidenty-sadyr-zhaparov-i-rashid-tagaev-ne-prishli/, 12/29/2020. 
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The meme was published in the context of discussions and accusations of Sadyr Japarov saying that, 
when he was acting president, he expressed an opinion on the possibility of transferring the iron ore 
deposit Jetim Too in Naryn region for repayment of the foreign debt. 
 
Another ironic meme was posted in the Facebook groups “Кыргыз-Казак исламсыз Таза Эл!!!” and 
DIESEL.ELCAT.KG:73 
 
Screenshot 22. A meme posted in Facebook groups “Кыргыз-Казак 
исламсыз Таза Эл!!!” and DIESEL.ELCAT.KG 
The caption below:  “Жетим Тообуз сатылсын, уулдарыбыз атылсын 
десеңер ушуну шайлайлы” (translation – “If we want to sell Jetim Too and 
to have our children shot down, let’s vote for him [as president]”) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot 23. A meme posted on the Facebook page of Arena.kg. 
The image depicts the presidential candidate Sadyr Japarov and ex-president 
Kurmanbek Bakiev, who fled the country amid public unrest and revolution in 
201074 
Translation: I am not the author, 
but I strongly agree with him. 

Caption: “My scumbag” 

Earlier, another presidential candidate, Kanat Isaev, said at TV debates that 
Sadyr Japarov had ties with China via deputy Adyl Junus uulu, who was his 
party partner and affiliated with Chinese citizens and companies. 

 
Yet another presidential candidate, ex-head of the State National Security Committee Abdil Segizbaev, 
accused Japarov of corrupt ties with PRC and the former regime of Bakiev75 at election debates.  
 
 
 
 
These statements became the subject of criticism and sarcasm 
on the internet, when users created demotivational posters and  
photoshopped images that spread quickly in discussion groups. 
 

Screenshot 24.  An example of a sarcastic internet meme posted 
on a Facebook account76 
 

73 https://www.facebook.com/groups/420486925437227?, 01/05/2021.  
74 Sadyr Japarov took on various posts during the regime of Kurmanbek Bakiev.For example, in 2006, he was a member of the State Award Commission and in 2007, deputy 
chair of the president’s pardon commission. From 2008 through 2010, he was the commissioner of the National Agency for Corruption Prevention of the Kyrgyz Republic. After 
the 2010 April revolution, he became a member of Jogorku Kenesh (parliament of the Kyrgyz Republic) under the list of the Ata Jurt party. 
75 Bakiev was the former president of Kyrgyzstan until 2010 and was ousted during the April revolution. People accused him of corruption and clanism. He fled the country. 
76 https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=287046249513925&set=g.1749896368659559  12/29/2020.     
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Presidential candidate Arstanbek Abdyldaev, who became known in 2011 by his statements “there will be no 
winter” and “Tengrianism will save the mankind,”77 left. An image of Sadyr Japarov and the caption 
“Dakansa, right.”78 
 
The criminal past of presidential candidate Sadyr Japarov triggered aggression against him in the online 
space and the creation of hateful content containing sarcasm and anger.79 
 
When the State National Security Committee of the Kyrgyz Republic found violations of the election 
campaign in the humorous interlude “Онолмок беле биз качан, ордодо турса үч пахан” (translation – 
“Our situation won’t be any better until three chieftains are in power”), in the scene with three prisoners 
who cannot share the presidential chair and banned any showing of it. Social media responded with 
memes and angry comments.  
 
Although the interlude did not contain any 
surnames or names of any candidates, many took 
it as a hint at the criminal past of Sadyr Japarov 
and some of his colleagues. 
 
User Aziza Berenalieva made a post and a meme 
created on the basis of the poster of the humorous 
interlude “Онолмок беле биз качан, ордодо турса 
үч пахан”. 
 
Screenshot 25. Sarcastic internet meme with the 
faces of politicians (at the top). Below is the poster 
with the faces of the satirists and performers in the 
humorous interlude posted on the Facebook 
account80 
 
The authors of the sarcastic collage depicted 
candidate Sadyr Japarov, Kamchybek Tashiev 
(head of the State National Security Committee of 
the Kyrgyz Republic, fellow party member of 
Japarov in the “Mekenchil” party) and Talant 
Mamytov (acting president during the election 
campaign).81 
 
On January 10, 2021, the day of early presidential 
election, users of the Facebook group “Маалымат 
майданы”82 with reference to the media83 spread information that many people were transported to Issyk 
Kul region and Osh to vote.  
 

Discussing this information, users mocked and used prison slang in their comments, calling it “ыплас 
зектин ыкмалары иштеп жатат” (translation – “dirty convict’s tricks are in progress”), “fugitive criminal,” 
and “they need to be placed near a shit hole. 

77 https://rus.azattyk.org/a/27485327.html 01/13/2016.  
78 “Dakansa” is a colloquial pronunciation of the phrase “until the end” with a local accent. It became an ironic and appellate cliché in the public space and on the internet after 
the popular unrest of October 5-6, 2020, in Bishkek following the parliamentary election. At the time, the supporters of Sadyr Japarov held a protest at the Old Square and 
demanded he be brought back to power and chanted they would go “dakansa” (until the end”). This phrase was used in a series of memes, Facebook accounts, and headlines 
in the media. 
79 3.5 months before the early presidential election, Japarov was in a prison colony. He was found guilty by the court of taking the governor of Issyk Kul region, Emilbek 
Kaptagaev, hostage in 2013. Because of this criminal case, Japarov had been abroad since 2013 and was immediately arrested by the State National Security Committee 
officers upon his return to Kyrgyzstan in 2017 and sentenced. After the seizure of the White House in Bishkekon the night of October 6, 2020, the followers of Japarov released 
him from prison. A few days before the presidential election of 2021  the criminal case of Sadyr Japarov on hostage taking in 2013 was dismissed. 
https://kloop kg/blog/2021/01/08/byvshij-zaklyuchennyj-bankir-neskolko-deputatov-i-chekist-kto-idet-na-vybory-prezidenta/ 
80 https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=558485558441851&set=g.1749896368659559,  4 01.2021. 
81 All the three were found guilty in 2013 of an attempt to take power by force. In 2020, they were acquitted by the courts. “How the courts of Kyrgyzstan quickly acquitted four 
politicians,” https://rus.azattyk.org/a/30904483.html 
82 https://www.facebook.com/groups/mmaidan  01/10/2021.  
83 Ошто жана Ысык-Көлдө адамдар массалык түрдө ташылып жатат, (Translation: Human traffic is taking place in Osh and Yssyk Kul regions) http://ua.kg/oshto-zhana-
ysyk-k%d3%a9ld%d3%a9-adamdar-massalyk-t%d2%afrd%d3%a9-tashylyp-zhatat/  01/10/2021. 
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”Word cloud 2, which contains sarcastic clichés and prison 
slang recorded in the analyzed content 
 
On January 23, 2021, the Facebook account Qyrgyz 
Mekenchili updated its photo with the visual image of Hitler 
superimposed on the photo of Sadyr Japarov, as well as 
prohibited content (a fascist swastika inserted into the 
fragments of the flag of Kyrgyzstan that decorate jacket 
lapels). 

Thus, the authors apparently wanted to show his authoritarian habits, which are often written about on the 
internet. 

 

 

Screenshot 26. The profile picture of the Facebook page 
“Qyrgyz Mekenchili,” which contains Nazi swastika  

A fascist swastika is located in the place indicated by 
red arrows. The prohibited symbols were blurred when 
editing this report84 

 
Despite the fact that this meme depicts the image of 
Hitler, instills a sense of fear, and can be regarded as 
a sarcastic perception of the reality, the experts classified this visual content as a harsh form of hate 
speech, distribution of banned symbols, and an ungrounded accusation of a person of Nazism. 

 

In 90% of recorded cases, sarcastic messages were based on juxtaposition, in which a positive or neutral 
assessment was supported by expressive comments. 

The effect of media sarcasm was enhanced by obscene vocabulary, slang, and the expression of a 
negative assessment of a person.  

 

Some materials had a veiled nature and subtexts (true meaning), which are the main components of 
sarcasm and show the author’s attitude to the object of judgement. 

For example, this collage is addressed to the 
three Kyrgyzstani politicians. 

 

 

 
Screenshot 27. A meme on the Facebook account 
of Nurbek Nurbek. It depicts (left to right) Omurbek 
Tekebaev, a member of the Jogorku Kenesh, 
asking the question “Is it porn?,” Klara 
Sooronkulova, presidential candidate, and Roza 
Otunbaeva, ex-president of the Kyrgyz Republic, 
who answers “No, it is art”85 

 

84 https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=3161046913995239&set=a.104105076356120  01/23/2021.  
85 https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=475904210476935&set=g.1749896368659559  01/04/2021.  
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The covert meaning refers the audience to the hype around the feminist exhibition, Feminnale, which was 
held in Gapar Aitiev Museum of Fine Arts in Bishkek in 2019. 
 
A naked woman was one of the performers at this event. By getting dressed in front of the people, she 
wanted to raise the issue of the protection of the rights of sex workers. However, it caused a negative 
reaction at the time, as well as a protest by radical right groups in front of the museum.  
 
Ex-president Roza Otunbaeva commented on the scandal and explained that it was “a deep exhibition, 
and it is art.”86 Since then, she has been the subject of irony and sarcasm in social media, which was 
most often disseminated by the adherents of patriarchal values. 
 
The analysis of sarcasm in hate speech shows that it is a means of critically perceiving reality as well as 
the result of a response to information about current events and their interpretation by the author and the 
receiver of content. The ironic harshness of sarcasm may express disrespect and insult people covertly. 
This emotional component was found almost in all sarcastic memes and comments. 
 
In analyzing the media monitoring results, the experts note that this trend in the online space of 
Kyrgyzstan is supported by pluralism and the freedom of expression. Authors of memes create artistic 
and non-evaluative space in order to prompt a public response, while ironic and sarcastic overtones are a 
part of the strategy of influencing the audience. However, additional research and academic discussions 
is needed of the inclusion of some elements that are considered illegal or harsh forms of hate speech in 
such satirical works. 

Forms and tone 

All analyzed content was classified by experts with additional 
linguistic markers by forms and tones. In this report, the following 
forms (types) were identified by quantity determination method: 
mild containing 53 per cent of the materials, moderate with 39 
per cent, and 8 per cent of harsh form of hate speech. 

 

Diagram 5. Classification of analyzed forms of hate speech in 
identified content, % 

Harsh form of hate speech often contains direct and covert calls for discrimination or violence, sometimes 
hypothetical calls for not having any given group in the country. It can refer to illegal content with the use 
of prohibited symbols in such images as Fascist swastika. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
According to the methodology, 87 the Moderate (or average) form refers to materialsthat accuse any given 
group/minority of negative influence on socio-political life and the state, accuse the group/minority of 
attempted seizure of power or separatism, denial of citizenship, etc. The mild type of hate speech is when 
a negative image of a group/minority is created and xenophobic comments are cited. 
 

86 “What kind of men do we have?!” Roza Otunbaeva commented on the scandal at the Museum of Fine Arts, 
https://kaktus.media/doc/401998 chto za myjiki y nas roza otynbaeva prokommentirovala skandal s feminnale v myzee izo.html, 12/02/2019 
87 Methodology of research, page 30. 
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The diagram below shows the tones of materials analyzed.  

 

Diagram 6. Tonality of content analyzed, % 

In quantitative ratio it looks as follows: the analyzed content 
contained posts, comments, visual content in a critical (61%), 
stereotypical (35%) and neutral (4%) tones. 
 

 

 

GLOSSARY 
 

of terms useful for the media, content creators, opinion leaders and public speakers when covering and 
commenting on conflict-sensitive issues, hate speech, in order to improve the culture of discussion in the 

society 
 

Actions meant to incite national, racial, religious hate or other social hate – dissemination of various 
ideas and views that undermine the trust and respect to a specific ethnicity or race or religion, and also 
cause the enmity or hate against the lifestyle, culture, traditions, religious customs of citizens of other 
ethnicity or race, etc. These ideas and views may be disseminated by campaigning and propaganda in 
verbal, written or graphic-demonstrational form. On top of that, the ideas and views are of general nature 
and do not address any specific person. It is not important whether the peculiarities, properties attributed 
to any given ethnicity or race are real or unreal. The purpose of such actions is to cause mutual distrust 
between the people of different ethnicities, races, religions, to develop mutual estrangement, suspicion 
turning into sustainable enmity based on biased, abusive or defamatory judgments.  
Calls – a form of influence on the consciousness, will, and behavior of people through direct appeals that 
forms a motivation toward a specific kind of activity. In this case, the calls have a specific purpose – to 
unite  citizens, activate their will, and direct their behavior towards seizing, maintaining, or changing the 
constitutional order by force. Calls by a subject are of general nature, in other words, they are not 
addressed at anyone in particular and do not contain any exact information about the location, time, and 
method of a crime. Calls to violence against citizens means a public appeal by a person to the members 
of the crowd (group) and influence on their consciousness and will so that they carry out the necessary 
actions.    
Coming out – a long process of accepting oneself and one’s sexual orientation and gender identity, 
which can be lifelong. People first recognize and accept their sexual orientation and/or gender identity as 
an integral and positive part of themselves, and then can come out to other people, transforming their 
relationships with them. 
Content discrimination88 is the content of publications, speeches, and media materials that contain 
xenophobic stereotypes and clichés that stigmatize minorities and vulnerable groups. Content 
discrimination can manifest in a lack of representation or visibility of minorities and social groups in the 
media and public discourse or the vilification of individuals or groups who challenge xenophobic practices. 
Cross-dresser – a person who dresses in and/or sometimes wears items of clothing that are commonly 
associated with the opposite sex, which is an integral part of their personality and life.  
Cross-dressers usually identify themselves as the sex assigned at birth and do not want to transition. 
They can either consider themselves transgender or not. Cross-dressing is mainly a form of gender 
expression and is not necessarily related to sexuality and/or erotic activity. Cross-dressers also can have 
any orientation: homosexual, bisexual, or heterosexual. 
Cyber hate – hate speech, discriminatory language in online environment.  

88 CONTENT DISCRIMINATION REVISITED https://www.jstor.org/stable/23124168?seq=1 
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Dehumanizing metaphors – words or phrases used figuratively based on an unjustified, degrading 
comparison of a group or a person with any animal, reptile, demon, or other thing on the basis of certain 
subjective characteristics.89 
Destructive religious organization – organization, whose activity is based on religion and poses a 
threat to the fundamental rights and liberties of a human and a citizen, to constructive traditions and 
norms that exist in the society, and to its integrity.  
Discrimination – restriction/violation of human rights due to a specific sign: race, ethnic, religious 
affiliation, gender, real or assumed/alleged sexual orientation, gender identity, HIV status, age, social 
status, political views, etc. 
Discrimination in public discourse – the use of language, terms in speeches, audio and visual content 
that humiliate, insult, discredit, contribute to enmity, eliminate various categories of people from the 
society because of their race, ethnic, religious, gender identity, sexual orientation, social status, 
citizenship, age and other circumstances. Thus, hate speech may act as a form of manifested racism, 
xenophobia, internethnic enmity, spur to violence, hate or discrimination.90 
Discrimination in public places means insults, threats, and attacks on people on the streets, in parks, 
bars, in public transport (including online environment), etc. because of their different ethnic background, 
sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, socio-economic situation (homeless people) or on other 
grounds91. 
Diversity92  - the inclusion of many types of people representing varying groups in terms of ethnicity, 
cultural and linguistic characteristics, skin color, religion, gender, age, and socioeconomic status. The 
latter group includes individuals with disabilities, youth, the elderly, migrants, refugees, and internally 
displaced persons. 
Diversity management – an approach to management with the underlying principle that differences 
between people (according to sex, ethnicity, age, social status, etc.) should not prevent them from living 
and working together. The organization of joint activity must include all groups concerned and be built 
using the technology of social policy and coordinated decision-making93.  
Ethnic identity – the result of the process of recognizing one’s ethnicity and one’s identification with the 
representatives of one’s ethnic group and separation from other ethnicities. The main criteria of ethnic 
identification may include language, common origin, culture, traditions, a shared past, and a sense of 
attachment to a motherland.94 
Ethnic minorities – a group of people who are fewer in numbers than the rest of the population who 
have particular ethnic, religious, or linguistic characteristics.95 
Far righters, extreme right-wingers, radical right-wingers — terms used to define the positions of a 
group or a person that are on the right-leaning spectrum of the political sphere. Far-right ideology usually 
includes authoritarianism, nationalism, racism, Nazism, and xenophobia.  
Feminism - (from Latin femina, “woman”) — sociopolitical movement whose purpose is to provide full 
civil rights to women. In wider terms, it is the aspiration of women to equality with men in all spheres of 
society. In narrower terms, it is the women’s movement whose purpose is to eliminate discrimination 
against women and make them equal to men in terms of rights.96 
Form of expression – One of the key components of the hate speech research, the “intensity” of 
expression or the degree of its radicalism.  
Freedom of conscience – the right of an individual to make free religious or other choices that do not 
bring along with them restrictions of others’ civil rights and liberties. The symbols and emblems of 
extremist organizations are the symbols and emblems of an organization which was dissolved or banned 
due to its extremist activity by a law or court order that is currently in effect. The use of symbols and 
emblems of an extremist organization is allowed for scientific purposes only.   
Freedom of expression – the right of an individual to seek out, obtain, and spread information 
regardless of state borders. 

89 Media monitoring of hate speech in the media, internet, and public discourse. Glossary. School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in CA. URL: http //www ca-
mediators.net/ru/163-ezhegodnyy-doklad-yazyk-vrazhdy-v-smi-i-internete-kyrgyzskoy-respubliki-2014.html 
90 Coliver, S. 1992. Striking a balance: Hate Speech, Freedom of Expression,  and Non-Discrimination. Viewed 15 November 2011, www.wcl.american.edu   
91 CONTENT DISCRIMINATION REVISITED https://www.jstor.org/stable/23124168?seq=1 
92 http://www.dictionary com 
93 Analytical report “The policy of management of ethnocultural diversity in Kyrgyzstan: past, present, future,” Bishkek, 2008, p. 58 http //soros.kg/wp-
content/uploads/2012/02/analiticalreport policeasia1.pdf 
94 Glossary of the Diversity Coverage course, School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in CA, http://www ca-mediators.net/ru/178-onlayn-kurs-osveschenie-
mnogoobraziya-dostupen-dlya-polzovateley.html 
95http://www.ohchr.org/RU/Issues/Minorities/Pages/internationallaw.aspx 
96HISTORY AND THEORY OF FEMINISM http //www gender.cawater-info net/knowledge_base/rubricator/feminism htm 
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Gender (self-)expression – an overt manifestation of gender identity expressed via “masculine” and/or 
“feminine,” “manly” and/or “womanly.” Gender (self-)expression includes behavior, clothing, hairstyle, 
voice, manner of walking, and other characteristics. 
Gender equality, or equality between men and women – a recognized human right related to the concept 
that all people, both men and women, are free to develop their own capabilities and make choices without 
restrictions imposed by stereotypes, rigid gender roles, and prejudices. Gender equality means that the 
different behaviors, aspirations, and needs of women and men are considered, valued, and favored 
equally. It also signifies that there is no discrimination on the basiss of a person’s gender in the allocation 
of resources or benefits or in access to services. Gender equality may be measured in terms of whether 
there is equality of opportunity or equality of results.97 
Gender identity – a deeply felt internal and personal gender experience that can either reflect or not 
reflect the gender identity from birth. This term includes both personal sense of one’s own body, whose 
appearance or functions may be changed by medical, surgical or other means, if one is free to choose, 
and other characteristic of gender, such as clothing, speech and behavior. 
Gender sensitivity – an approach that takes into account specific social, cultural, economic and political 
contexts, in which women and men live. 
Gender-related barriers – This term refers to legal, social, cultural or economic barriers to access to 
services, participation, and/or opportunities that may be imposed on individuals or groups of the basis of 
societally imposed gender roles.98 
Hate crime – a crime motivated by hate towards a person due to a specific characteristic (race, ethnic 
background, religion, sex, real or assumed/alleged sexual orientation, gender identity, HIV status, etc.) 
Hate crimes must be considered crimes with aggravating circumstances. 
Hate speech (intolerant language, hate rhetoric) – the generalized designation of the linguistic means 
of expressing a negative attitude towards those who have other religious, national, cultural, or more 
specific, subcultural values. This term refers to a whole range of negative discourses and means 
expressions that are considered abusive for any race, religious, ethnic, gender, or social group. 
Expressions of hate can be intentional or unintentional, public, discriminatory, and/or defamatory 
statements; the intentional incitement of hate and/or violence and/or segregation on the basis of the real 
or alleged race, ethnic background, language, nationality, skin color, religious views (or their absence), 
sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, political views, social status, property, birth, age, mental health, 
disability, or disease of a person or group. Hate speech can act as a form of racism, xenophobia, and 
interethnic enmity and intolerance and incite violence, hate, or discrimination99. 
Homophobia – the fear or rejection of (or aversion to) actual or seeming/supposed homosexuals, 
bisexuals, and lesbians, often due to the existence of various prejudices in relation to them. Homophobia 
often takes the form of stigmatizing attitudes or discriminatory behavior, and it occurs in many settings in 
all societies and often begins as early as school.100 
Identity – the recognition/identification of one’s self with a certain social group based on any 
characteristic such as, for example, sexual orientation or gender identity. 
Information extremism – a form of verbal, textual, and audiovisual influence on the minds of people that 
causes societal damage by doing explicit moral harm to the object of the information aggression 
(representatives of any ethnic, racial, religious, gender or social group) and that is focused on discovering 
the shared weaknesses of the audience.  
Islamophobia – a variation of xenophobia, a catch-all definition for various forms of negative response to 
Islam as well as related social phenomena. 
Lesbian – a woman who can feel more or less constant physical, sexual, emotional and/or romantic 
attraction to other women, and recognizes/accepts//identifies herself as a lesbian. If a person identifies 
themselves as a lesbian, it does not necessarily mean she has had sexual experience with other women 
or any sexual experience at all.  
Linguistic personality – a speaker of one language or another who is characterized on the basis of the 
analysis of texts generated by him/her in terms of their usage of systemic tools of the language to reflect 
his/her view of the surrounding reality (worldview).  
Media manipulation – a method for creating an image or argument that promotes the particular interests 
of content creators. Media manipulation includes the intentional use of logical fallacies and propaganda 

97 https://www.unaids.org/sites/default/files/media asset/JC2118 terminology-guidelines ru.pdf 
98 https://www.unaids.org/sites/default/files/media asset/JC2118 terminology-guidelines ru.pdf 
99 Methodology of hate speech researches, School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in CA. URL: http://www.ca-mediators.net/ru/163-ezhegodnyy-doklad-yazyk-vrazhdy-v-smi-i-internete-kyrgyzskoy-
respubliki-2014.html 
100 https://www.unaids.org/sites/default/files/media asset/JC2118 terminology-guidelines ru.pdf 
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techniques in texts, speeches, and audiovisual products with the aim of suppressing opposing information 
or points of view by restricting the arguments of other groups of people or diverting their attention to other 
occurrences. What’s more, media manipulation (in censored societies) involves utilizing programmedd 
media appearances of people with the imposition of the “correct” point of view on the audience. 
Propaganda is also one of the kinds of audience media manipulation.101 
Multiculturalism – a policy and societal practice in which all ethnic communities have equal rights and 
opportunities and their cultures develop in terms of both their distinctiveness and their mutual ties with 
one other.102 
Multiethnic society – a society that has consists of more than one ethnic group.103 
Nationality - 1) legal belonging of an individual or group of people to the citizenship of any state. This 
notion is used in international practice; 2) a synonym of ethnic background. This usage of the term is 
peculiar to some post-Soviet countries.104 
Nation-forming ethnicity (previously known as “titular nation”) – a sustainable community of people that 
developed historically based on the unity of origin, language, culture, cohabitation, communications, who 
are aware of their unity, who formed the state that gave its name to the country.105 
Publicity means that calls have an open, easily understandable nature and are addressed toward a wide 
range of people. It is unacceptable to use a mathematic evaluation of acceptance (or non-acceptance) of 
publicity. The issue can be solved taking all facts into account on a case-by-case basis: the place, time, 
and circumstances of the act must demonstrate that the calls were accepted by the public. 
Queer – an individual who is reflecting on, doubts, and/or rejects the heteronormative categorization of 
identities, sexualities, gender, and/or sex. 
Racism – actions and ideologies related to discrimination or abusive behavior towards people due to their 
imagined inferiority. There is a widespread belief that there are human races within the human species 
who are distinguishable on the basis of physical differences. Scientific researches show, however, that 
“human populations is not made up of separate, clearly demarcated, biologically distinct groups”4 and that 
race is an imagined category or social construct. All humans belong to the same human species and, 
therefore, it makes no sense to talk of “races.”106 
Radicalization – a process (or processes) by which an individual or group comes to approve of and 
(eventually) participate in the use violence for political purposes. Some authors refer to “violent 
radicalization” to emphasize the violent outcome and differentiate this process from non-violent forms of 
“radical” thinking. 
Religious identity is a form of group and personal identity based on one’s affiliation with a specific 
religion and perceptions of one’s self and the world formed via corresponding religious dogmas. 
Sarcasm – the highest level of irony, a sardonic mockery, malicious satire, or a caustic, mocking remark.  
Sarcastic comments and memes are fraught with sarcasm and are caustic, offensive, and vicious 
messages. Irony and sarcasm in online content are usually used in criticism of political figures. 
Sexual orientation – more or less constant physical, sexual, emotional and/or romantic attraction to 
other people. Sexual orientation determines who the person wants to build relationship and a family life 
with and wants and is able to love and have sex with. 
Societal stereotype – a simplified schematic idea about a specific societal object in the collective 
imagination, a persistent image or idea about phenomena or shaped under the influence of specific 
circumstances of perception or under the influence of representatives of specific social groups. 
SOGI - abbrev., sexual orientation and gender identity. 
State religious policy – a system of actions of the state in the area of state-religion relationships, 
exercise of the freedom of conscience and religious freedom based on the diversity of existing religions in 
the society.107 
State-religion relationships – the aggregation of relationships between the state bodies and religious 
associations and organizations.108 

101 Modern media wars and information security issues of Kyrgyzstan, analytical research, School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in CA: http://www ca-
mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/195-sovremennye-mediavoyny-i-problemy-informacionnoy-bezopasnosti-kyrgyzstana.html. Media Manipulation Law & Legal Definition: 
http://definitions.uslegal.com/m/media-manipulation/ 
102http //static akipress org/127/.storage/news/files/d0adfa48d0fad48114f7e27dfe95e45b.doc 
   Glossary 
103 Encyclopedic dictionary. 2009. 
104Dictionary of socio-linguistic terms. М., 2006 
105 Ushakov. The explanatory dictionary of the Russian language by Ushakov. 2012 
106 Discrimination and intolerance, Council of Europe, 
https://www.coe.int/ru/web/compass/discrimination-and-intolerance 
107 Ibid. 
108 Ibid. 
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Stereotypes – a relatively persistent and simplified image of a social group, human, event, or 
phenomenon.109 
Stigmatization – the attachment of a negative quality to a specific group of people or communities, 
although this link does not exist or is unproven. In other words, stigmatization is the process of creating 
and strengthening prejudices in relation to specific groups and communities. 
Taboo language – words and phrases in a language that are taboo for religious, mystic, moral, or 
political reasons and are incompatible with respect for good taste in society or its sectors or in certain 
cases. Obscene vocabulary is one of the types of taboo language. Others include sacred taboo, taking 
the name of God in vain in Judaism, etc. 
Tolerance (from Latin tolerantia) – The respect, acceptance, and positive view of a rich diversity of 
cultures and tolerance toward other lifestyles, language, behavior, customs, opinions, ideas, religions, 
and other societal differences. 
Tradition (from Latin traditio - transfer) – elements of social and cultural heritage that are transferred from 
generation to generation and retained in certain societies and social groups for over the course of a long 
period.  
Transphobia – fear, hate, aversion, or animosity towards actual or assumed/alleged transgender people,  
often due to the existence of various prejudices in relation to them. 
Trolling – this term emerged and became permanent in the slang of virtual community participants. In 
general, this phenomenon can be described as the process of posting provocative messages on virtual 
communication resources with the purpose of creating conflicts by violating the rules of the ethical code of 
internet collaboration. As a rule, an anonymous provocateur is given the designation of a troll.110 
Verbal cliché – standard models of word usage, typical patterns of phrases and syntax constructions, as 
well as the overall models of speech behavior in specific situations. An ideological cliché a (political, 
propagandistic, or abusive cliché in relation to a specific group) is a formulaic expression used in 
journalism and the public speeches of political and state figures111. 
Xenophobia — intolerance, dislike and hate of everything that is different from what a xenophobe has. 
There is often ethnic xenophobia and religious xenophobia. 
 
This glossary is based on a range of existing and constantly updated glossaries of the School of 
Peacemaking and Media Technology in CA and the Coalition for Equality in the KR.112 

 

List of media objects and web pages analyzed 113: 

 
1 Eldik Media https://eldik.media/ 
2 Aryba https://aryba.kg/ 
3 Kyrgyzstan bugun https://kyrgyztoday.org/ 
4 24 kg news agency https://24 kg/ 
5 Superinfo https://www super kg/ 
6 24 kg news agency  Kyrgyz version https://24 kg/kyr 
7 Sayasat kg http://www sayasat.kg/kg/ 
8 Bagyt https://bagyt kg/ 
9 Kadam Media https://kadam-media.kg/ 
10 PolitKlinika https://pk.kg 
11 AkiPress http://akipress.org/ 
12 Turmush http://www turmush.kg/ 
13 Sputnik https://ru.sputnik.kg/ 
14 Vesti.kg https://vesti.kg/ 
15 Politmer kg http://politmer.kg/ 
16 Kloop.kg https://kloop.kg/ 
17 T-Media  http://t-media.kg? https://www.facebook.com/TMediaKG/   
18 Govori tv https://govori.tv  
19 April https://april.kg/ 
20 Kabarlar https://kabarlar org 
21 Sayasat http://www sayasat.kg 
22 Tezkabar http://tezkabar.org 

109 Glossary. Psychological dictionary. URL:  http //www psychologies.ru/glossary/17/stereotip/ 
110 Vnebrachnykh RA Trolling as a form of social aggression in virtual communities // Vestnik of Udmurt University. Philosophy. Sociology. Psychology. Pedagogy. – Izhevsk: 
Udmurt State University, 2012. Issue 1. P. 48-51. ISSN 1810–5505. URL: http //ru.vestnik.udsu.ru/files/originsl_articles/vuu_12_031_08.pdf – 13 08.16. 
111 Wikipedia. Free encyclopedia. URL https //ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9A%D0%BB%D0%B8%D1%88%D0%B5 
112 Discrimination in the public discourse in the KR,  p. 37, Glossary, 2019, School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in CA and Coalition for Equality in the KR http://ca-
mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/media-monitoring/5369-diskriminaciya-i-neterpimost-v-publichnom-diskusre-kyrgyzstana html 
113 The list may change during monitoring andweb pages containing hate speech may be added either via a PC or by hand. Similarly, some media objects may be removed from 
monitoring, as they do not contain hate speech for some time. 
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23 Facebook account of Jalbyrak TV – September  https://www.facebook.com/jalbyrak.tv 
24 Azattyk https://www azattyk org/ 
25 CHON KAZAT – Rasmi gruppasy https://www.facebook.com/groups/456498167859115/ 
26 Migranntar https://facebook.com/groups/migranttar 
27 Facebook group “Маалымат Майданы”  https://www.facebook.com/photo php?fbid=159975019051269&set=g.1749896368659559&ty

pe=1&theater&ifg=1 
28 Klara Sooronkulova https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001543883725 

https://www instagram.com/p/CJywUbOnIjo/ 
29 Arena.kg https://www.facebook.com/%D0%90%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B0KG-

114670406850120/ 
30 Reporter.kg  https://www.facebook.com/ReporterKGrus 
31 Elim uchun https://www.facebook.com/groups/541386569352399/?ref=pages profile groups tab&source

id=1545625505747971 
32  KYRGYZ ULUTTUK PATRIOTTOR KY MYLY https://www.facebook.com/groups/1782596268690189/ 
33 Asaba-Kyrgyz Tuusu kg https://www.facebook.com/groups/1897168236966385/permalink/3275086832507845/ 
34 Independent Kyrgyzstan (КпТС) https://www.facebook.com/groups/540883016366024/ 
35 BespredelKG https://www.facebook.com/bespredelKG/ 
36 Rita Karasartova https://www.facebook.com/rita.karasartova 
37 Adil Turdukulov https://twitter.com/adil turdukulov 
38 Janylyktar Kyrgyzstan  https://www.facebook.com/groups/271478863515240 
39 Kyrgyzstan against Customs Union https://www.facebook.com/groups/KGvsTS 
40 Kamchybek Tashiev 

 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/687374182048063/ 

41 Adakhan Madumarov (closed group) 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1504281456274859 

42 Adakhan Madumarov https://www instagram.com/p/CJ3SS-lnDcL/ 
43 OTRK https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbPEJLD79SI 
44 Maroder Kyrgyzstan https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100036026138767 
45 Qyrgyz Mekenchili https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=3161046913995239&set=a.104105076356120 
46 Ravshan Djeenbekov https://www.facebook.com/ravshan.djeyenbekov 
47 Argument https://www.facebook.com/argument.kg/posts/2755179818065502 

 
48 Myktybek Arstanbek https://www.facebook.com/marstanbek 
49 Babyrjan Tolbaev https://www instagram.com/p/CKI1KfOjQgA/ 
 

About the organization. The School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in Central Asia is an 
organization for the development of media, public relations, the promotion of freedom of expression, and 
fighting hate speech and discrimination in the mass media. This organization specializes in media 
research and expertise on online content; the language of intolerance in the media, the internet, and 
public discourse; developing media campaigns on sensitive topics; and training journalists, online content 
developers, and human rights defenders, including in conflict zones. 

 

www.ca-mediators.net; 
https://www.facebook.com/peacemakingS/; 
peacemakingandmediaca@gmail.com 
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